Introduction Several published observations on the histology of the shoot apex of vascular plants have depicted packets of cells surrounded by a thickened wall (Ball,1949; Gifford, 1950; Boke,1951; Mia,1960) .These studies gave graphic demonstrations of cell groups within the shoot apex,mostly in the inner tunica layer and the corpus,based mainly upon longitudinal and transverse sections of the meristem.Bierhorst(1977) illustrated cell groups in surface photomicrographs of a wide variety of filicalean ferns, and utilized their occurrence to substantiate his interpretation that the growth of these shoot apices is derived from divisions of the apical cell.
The tentative interpretation often given by the above authors is that the packet of cells is derived from the divisions of an original initial cell and its derivatives,all within the stretched and thickened original wall.If this interpretation is valid,then it would be expected that the number of cells included within a packet may increase as time passes,and further,if there is variation in cell number in different packets,this difference may be explained as a result of different rates of cell division during the same period of time.
The present paper describes the results of observations of the surface of intact shoot apices of Lupinus albus and of histological confirmation by paradermal sections. The surface viewed by tilting the shoot apex by more than30degrees was not always circular,sometimes elliptical or irregular in outline according to the complicated surface curvature,especially in the lower portion of the flank .Therefore, the flank along a given meridian was divided into three parts of equal length ,termed upper,middle and lower flanks respectively (Fig.6A) .Thus ,any position on the flanks could be indicated both by the degrees of meridian and by one of three flank parts. (Soma and Ball,1963) .This difference may be due to culture
Figure2 *Measured with a planimeter for the surface photomi crograph shown in Fig.6A . **Since cell group#7was obviously injured at its lowest right portion (Fig.6C ),actual number of constituent cells could be one or two more. ***Actual number of constit uent cells was not known,since the paradermal section had not been cut through these cell groups. (Gifford,1950; Boke,1951; Mia ,1960; Johnson and Tolbert,1960; Gavaudan and Gastelier,1970) . Bierhorst(1977) , Hagemann and Schults(1978) and Imaichi(1986) showed cell groups surrounded by common walls in the surface photomicrographs of the shoot apices of some ferns . (Ball,1960 (Ball, ,1962 Ball and Soma ,1965) . Nougarede(1967) suggested that cell division might be induced by growth substances added in the culture media. Davis et al.(1979) discussed the traumatic effect of dissection of the shoot apex prior to labeling experiments upon mitotic activity in the central zone.
The present observations on the development of primary cell groups in the summit area of young shoot apices together with the existence of cell groups formed secondarily in the same area of adult shoot apices have provided further evidence for the division of cells located in the summit.Moreover,there are neither regular patterns in cell shape and arrangement nor regular segmentation pattern in cells located in the apical summit of the shoot apices of either young or adult plants of the present species ,as far as the outer tunica layer is concerned.These facts may suggest that no stable group of a few cells(initials)is present there,as discussed by Bartels(1961) and Rogers and Bonnett(1989) ,and that the shoot apex should be regarded as a dynamic system of growth with continued positional change of cell population,as previously stated by Soma and Ball(1963) and Ball(1972) .
Analytical consideration of surface growth On the basis of the fact that all of the primary cell groups on the apical surface have been derived from the initial cells constituting the protodermal layer of the shoot apex of the embryo ,the following interpretation may be presented.By comparing the numbers of constituent cells or the surface areas of the primary cell groups in various portions of the apical surface ,it is possible to compare the surface growth between the summit area and the flank .In the present study,it has been ascertained that the number of constituent cells of the primary cell group in the summit area is always smaller than that in the flanks,and that the lower a cell group is located on the flank ,the larger becomes the number of its constituent cells (Fig.6,Table1) .In older apices ,while cell groups are still present in the summit area,no such cell group surrounded by thickened walls is discernible on the flank in surface photomicrographs( Fig  .8) .These facts indicate a faster surface growth in the flank than in the summit area.In other words,more cell divisions have occurred in the flank than in the summit area and also more cell divisions in the middle flank than in the upper flank during the same period of time after soaking , provided that periclinal cell division rarely occurs in the outer tunica layer. (Fig.8) or radially-elongated cell groups (Fig.6 ). These facts may suggest that the surface growth here has been mainly radial .However, it may be considered that these files of cells will be used up for the initiation of the foliar primordium at this site(I1)of the apical flank,and the vigorous surface growth will be shifted to another site(I2)for the following leaf to arise.
